Introduction
Information retrieval and recommender systems have resulted in a personalised web experience with resounding success (Liu et al. 2019; Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2015) . Building on context, location and users' virtual (social) profiles, the web is highly aligned to users' perceived interests and to the interests of similar people to whom a user is digitally connected. While this delivers relevant content, it also polarises informational perspectives and removes serendipity through the development of filter bubbles (or echo chambers). Filter bubbles refer to scenarios where specific ideas, beliefs or data are reinforced through repetition of a closed system that limits the free movement of alternative and competing ideas (Pariser 2011) . There is the implication that certain ideas or outcomes dominate due to, and resulting in, a bias concerning how specific input is gathered. Under-addressed in the literature are methods to qualify/quantify filter bubbles and the associated effects they have over time. Given that the dividing line between on and offline is becoming increasingly intertwined (Lindner et al. 2015) , filter bubbles are an issue for the digital generation as they make life choices based on the digital content they are exposed to.
Discourse on the effects of biased information experiences and echo chambers can often only be found in the topical sphere of (social media) communication (Karlsen et al. 2017) . Filter bubbles, however, are specifically relevant to the information retrieval community. Some interest has been developed in providing searchers with serendipitous and diversified search results highlighting increasing awareness of the benefits of broadened information experiences and better search engine performance in relation to the users' information needs (Clarke et al. 2008; Sakai et al. 2013; Santos et al. 2015) . Nevertheless, the IR community would further benefit from a better understanding of the underlying structure of such filtered or distorted information spaces (e.g. within document collections and the web) and how these can be studied and evaluated.
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Currently, there is no single source that integrates multidisciplinary research that conceptualises and evaluates the bias that results from continuous filtering and personalisation. Whilst there is work in the individual fields of information retrieval, information science, cognitive systems, computational social science and machine learning, there is a lack of work that integrates these domains. This special issue attempts to highlight the need for multidisciplinary research and to contribute towards the discussion of the effects of biased, polarised or (over)filtered information spaces. Specifically, moving forwards, we note an under-addressed need in the literature for:
1. Reviews of pertinent aspects of filter bubbles including understanding and determining the needs and boundaries of (de-)personalisation-multidisciplinary research is hard, and as such standardised definitions of key terms, challenges and structured debate on methodologies and the current state of the art are needed for the communities to work together and tackle these issues. 2. Formal approaches to represent highly personalised filter bubbles to facilitate experimental approaches, enable user comprehension, and simulate filter bubbles-current work in IR tends to focus on the "optimality" of results. There is a need to be able to create reproducible studies of filter bubbles to better aid our understanding of the sociotechnical challenges they foster. Thus, new theoretical and empirical models are needed for use within as well as outside the IR community. 3. (Meta)studies are needed that attempt to qualify, quantify and visualise the divergence of users' personalised search results and information experiences-to address filter bubbles we need mechanisms to identify areas of "concern" to foster debate and give rise to novel approaches to tackle these issues. 4. Reproducible experimental methods enabling researchers to investigate and study filter bubbles and formalise any effects of filtered information experiences-new methods are needed to evaluate approaches that foster diversification and de-personalisation. Specifically, studies that consider multiple users or multiple user profiles (search engines, social media, etc.) and contexts (location, time, tasks, devices, etc.) that shed light on the differences in users' diverging search results and information experience(s). Similarly, more studies into filter bubbles and discussion on the tangible effects and observations of (de-)personalisation is needed to better understand and evaluate new approaches. 5. New or extended test collections and corpora are needed to enable and support new approaches seeking to gain experience using, adapting, merging and/or gathering (test) collections and experimental data sets.
Papers in this special issue
We received six submissions in response to our calls from which we present the two papers that were accepted. In Maxwell et al. (2019) , the researchers investigate result diversification as a potential means to mitigate the effects of filter bubbles and bias in online search. The user study described in the paper specifically investigates the effects of a diversifying system for aspectual retrieval as an example of complex search. Results show that aspectual searchers using a diversified system submit more queries and examine fewer documents per query. Searchers using the diversifying system were more successful in identifying relevant documents with a wider range of novel aspects.
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The paper by Chakraborty et al. (2019) explores the de-personalisation of news recommendations with a closer look to the three metrics of recency, importance (or popularity) and diversity. The authors specifically review the tension between recency and impactthe tendency that a recent story can often not yet provide enough information about its importance, and vice-versa. The paper further proposes a strategy and a practical implementation to estimate future impact, measured by editorial selection and reader popularity, for de-personalised news recommendation.
